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National Archives of Estonia
• about 10 million records (the 

oldest from 1240)
• about 150,000 maps (the 

oldest from the first half of 
the 17th century)

• 9,5 million meters of film 
recordings (the oldest from 
1908)

• about one million 
photographs (the oldest from 
the 1840s)

• 35 million digital images on 
web (ca 5% of the collections)



•Object recognition

•Facial recognition

•Handwritten text 
recognition

Pilot projects using artificial intelligence



Object recognition



Object recognition

https://cocodataset.org/#explore

https://cocodataset.org/#explore


Object recognition: training data (COCO)

https://cocodataset.org/#explore?id=137188

https://cocodataset.org/#explore?id=137188


Object recognition: real-time results (YOLO)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPU2HistivI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPU2HistivI


Object recognition: results

https://www.ra.ee/fotis/

https://www.ra.ee/fotis/


Object recognition: contemporary



Johannes Audova working in the ETA, 1923-24



A consultant with a model of a horses hoof and horseshoe at an agricultural exhibition



Object recognition: US-centric



Salme Kask by the Valgejõe river, 1970 Author: Benita Labi



At the Eduard Vilde kolkhoz, 1988-1990 Author: Harald Leppikson



The poet Aleksander Müller, 2002 Author: Ove Maidla

Object recognition: not just for fun



Steam locomotive on the Tartu-Petseri railroad, 1936



Facial recognition



Members of the old and new government, 1927

Facial recognition: finding faces



Demonstration at the Tallinn Town Hall Square, 1987

Facial recognition: finding faces?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j49RbZf_SgY

Facial recognition: finding landmarks

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j49RbZf_SgY


Ilme: find Your ancestors!

https://www.ra.ee/ilme

https://www.ra.ee/ilme


Ilme: find Your ancestors!



Example: Aleksander Tõnisson

ERM Fk 2625:5



Example: Aleksander Tõnisson

ERM Fk 2625:5



Example: Aleksander Tõnisson

ERM Fk 2625:5



Example: my grandfather



Example: my grandfather



Example: my grandfather



Pixel Acuity: better is possible!



Pixel Acuity: better is possible!



Handwritten text recognition







https://readcoop.eu/

https://readcoop.eu/










Transkribus: public models



•Minutes of the Tartu city
council (1902-1940)
•Petitions to the Governor

General of Estonia under
Swedish rule (17th c.)
•Russian orthodox birth

registers (1838-1938)

HTR projects







Comparison of “old” and “new” model

HTR:
☉ schmnrstrücks|entgegen begygehendes Rescripb

HTR+:
☉ schuurstracks entgegen beygehendes Rescripo

CORRECT:
☉ schnurstracks entgegen beygehendes Rescript



Keyword Spotting

Remt







Structure



Structure



read&search

https://www.ra.ee/transkribus

https://www.ra.ee/transkribus



